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Supp

12 Suinmary of hesis

This thesis Concerns itself inain ly with random inser-

tions in balanced and unbalan ced tree structures. One of the

objectives is to Compare diffe rent tree structures by deriving

bounds on var1ous perfo rmance measures. The other interest is

primarily ma thematical; most of the analysis involve the fo rmu

lation and s0 luti0n of 1inear recu rrence re lations wi th vari-

ab le coefficients, and the solutions are not a lways routine,

SUnetimes even requirig the use of asymptotiC techniques.  
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The thes is is base d on the four papers L5_7, L6_7, Z 39_7

and40_7. There are five chapters. The first chapter is

introductory. The contents of the others are summarl zed

be low.

The subje ct matter of Chapter Two is the generalized

Po lya-Eggenberger urn model. In this mode 1, an urn initially

A ball iscontains a given number of white and black balls.

selected at random f rom the urn, and the number of white and

black ba1ls added to (or taken away from) the urn depends on

the colour of the bali selected. Let Wn be the random vari-

able giving the nunber of white ba 1ls in the urn after n

dravs. A sufficient condition is derived for the asympto tic

normali ty, as , of the standardi zed random variable

correspond ing to Wn This result can be used to obtain the

distribution, under randam insertions, of binary and ternary

nodes at the lowest level in a 2-3 tree, thereby extending

tne first-o rder an a lys is of Yao [ 45_7, who looked only at

expected valueS.

Chapter 3 tries to de ve lop, in a very general frame-

Work, a Markov chain model of the random insertion process

in tree struc tures. The Markov chain is nanhomogeneous, and

the properties of the trans i tion matrix need to be care fully

SCrutinized in order to find the limiting probabi lity vector.  
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This chapter can be viewed as an inte resting app lication

of matrix a lgebra methads.

A new data structure, called a 3-tree, gets introduced

in Chapter 4. A S-tree is a tree in which every node has

either 2 or 3 sons, where some or all of the successOrs mayY

be null. 2-3 trees a re special cases of 3-trees. A simp le

search-and-insertion a lgori tha for 3-trees is first formulated.

The prope rties of the 3-trees that get bui lt by this algorithm

It isare then analyzed assuming th at insertions are random

shovn that the number of key comparisons for a successful r

an unsuccessful sear ch is the same as in the binary Case.

Various properties of these rand om ly const ructed 3-trees are

then compared with corresponding properties of binary trees

and of dif ferent types of 2-3 trees. To give an idea about

the expected "shape" of a randon 3-t ree, the notion of the

veight ba lance factors of a node is introduced, and the

distribution of balances of the keys associ ated with tha

nodes of a large candom ly constructed 3-tree is deri ved.

Chapter 5 defines a new per forma nce measure for binaryy

trees called the mean weight ba lance factor (MWBF). For eny

binary tree T, 0< MWBF(T) <1. Very unbalanced trees have

MwBF Close to O, while comp lete binary trees have MWBF close
Lo 1. The expected MwBF of a binary tree under random insert-

10n is derived. It is shown that an AVL tree has an MWBF of
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atleast 0.73. Bounds are a lso obtained on the expected

MWBF of an AVL tree under random insertions.

Further work is possible in many of the above areas.

Problems that renain open are described in the respective

chapters. One important issue rena ins largely unreso lved.

No total ly satisfactory ana lysis of random deletions in tree

structures exists as yet; pre lim inary attempts have been

reported by Knuth Z 33_/, Meh lhorn Z 35_/ and Jonas sen and

Knuth 28_/, whi le Eppinger 15_7 has made some enpirica l
observations. This thesis does not have anything to say on

randon deletions, but it is earnestly hoped that its contents

ill encourage others to take a fresh look at the de letion

problen.

Since each chapter of the thesis is essentially self-

Contained and does not use results frOm other chap ters, it

nas been found convenient to have separate lists of notation

for the different chapters.
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